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1 JOB SPECIFICATION
Job Title
Copywriter
Purpose of the Job

One2create is looking to fill the position of Copywriter. The role will be varied
in order to provide a cross-section of services to its client base. All projects
will involve a forward-thinking approach to the delivery of copy, taking into
consideration the target audience, calls to action and desired outcome,
offering return on investment for our clients.
Duties & Responsibilities

The individual will be given guidance in all aspects of our online and offline
offerings, with the ability to adapt their approach depending on the output
required, the desired result and target audience. Below are areas that the
individual will have an opportunity to work on, should this be required:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Website copy
Creative marketing copy
SEO keyword optimisation
Proof reading
Point of Sale (POS) copy
Skeleton text creation
Market research
Marketing straplines
Advertising copy
Mailer copy
Social Media content
Blog copy
Google Analytics
Kick off meetings to carry out project discovery
Client communication
Time and work management
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Candidate

We are looking for an individual that is hungry to inject themselves into the
business, with a passion for creative and corporate copywriting.
With a keen eye for detail, the successful candidate will have originality and
imagination, be adaptable and able to pick up new techniques.
They will keep up to date with advances in content marketing and how this
affects the business environment.
They must have good interpersonal and communication skills, good attention
to detail and be able to follow instruction on client briefs, whilst using their own
initiative where needed. They must be well organised and stick to agreed
deadlines.
The candidate will have exceptional skill in the written word, and ideally
experienced in working on a variety of marketing initiatives (although training
can be given).
Due to the varied role, candidates should have experience in Word, Excel and
PowerPoint. Although not essential, experience in Wordpress, social
scheduling tools, awareness of Search Engine Optimisation, keywords,
keyword research and Google Adwords is advantageous.
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Reporting to
Operations Director
Working Hours
Monday to Friday 9:00 – 5:30
Holiday
20 Days per year plus Bank Holdays.
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2 WHY ONE2CREATE?
Bringing Return on Investment to the table
Marketing professionals are the ones that develop an understanding of your business and
its requirements and make sure that they are taken into consideration at every point of the
project. This coordinated approach ensures that the best of every project is given and
delivered to our clients.
One2create has specialist in-house teams in both design and web development, all
overseen by our team of marketing experts in order to ensure that everything that goes out
of our doors will generate the maximum ROI for our clients.
This is one of our biggest USPs…designers care about the look and feel of a project and
developers care about how robust the security frameworks and streamlined code is.
The team that will drive your project forward
We believe to be successful; business relationships must be stimulating for all concerned.
Our team, all leaders in their respective fields, bring unique skills and insight to
assignments, allowing us to develop solutions that stimulate and inspire. We’re a lively,
dedicated and enthusiastic business, and that shows in our work.
Project management & on-going support
The core of our business is the ability to bring together a team that is specifically tailored to
match the needs, preferences and culture of our clients. Each of our projects is
professionally managed using both Agile methodologies and PRINCE2 standards with
phased implementation, which keeps our clients in the loop at every stage of the project.
One2create endeavour to deliver within the allocated time scale and budgeted cost, with
total acceptance by the client/user. Furthermore, we will achieve these goals without
disturbing the main workflow of our clients’ organisation.
All project work is conducted in-house by our team of experts, with no project elements
being outsourced to third party providers. This insures both continuity of the end project
along with rapid support long after the project is completed.
Extensive service capabilities
We can deliver anything from the simplest of print layouts all the way through to a
broadcast quality video edit (we even own our own equipment and portable blue-screen).
The fact that we can do all of this allows us to suggest a full spectrum of solutions for your
requirements as opposed to trying to steer your needs to meet our abilities.
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Our Credentials
• We are Business Excellence Winners 2019 for Best Digital Agency – South England &
Award for Innovation in Web Design
• We were the Daily Echo Business Award Finalists for Small Business of the Year in
2012
• We have PRINCE2 certified project managers
• We have been Microsoft Certified Partners since 2008
• We have been Sec-1 Security Audited
• Bizarrely, we hold CTC - Government Counter Terrorist Clearance (long story!)
• We have over 28 years Media & Marketing experience
• We have been Affiliates of The Chartered Institute of Marketing since 2011
• We are Members of Guild of Accessible Web Designers
• We are experts in UXUI (user experience)
• We have Google Certified Analysts looking after our SEO clients’ websites
• We have been producing award winning website for years, to name but a few;
o Green Fleet Awards 5 years in a row
o Business Car “Techies” Awards 2 years in a row
o Perfect Wedding Awards – Best Dress Retailer Website 2013
• We are an SMAUK500 Social Media Influencer
• We develop bespoke websites in the following languages;
o Asp .Net
o PHP
• We develop websites in the following packages;
o WordPress
o Joomla
o Drupal
o Magento
o Lemonstand
o ASP.net Storefront
• Did I mention that we do everything in-house?!
• We are awesome!
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3 SOME OF OUR CLIENTS
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4 THE WAY WE WORK
The Brief
We believe that the initial stage of our process is really important to a project’s success. We
make sure that we understand your intentions from the outset, and (ideally) sit around the table
with you to pick your brains! We establish your project goals and identify your key messages
and target audience so that we can work towards an elegant and effective solution with you.

The Think Tank
Here’s where the fun starts! The team get together and brainstorm a broad range of options
and potential avenues to get your message heard. We welcome our clients to come along to
these meetings too, as the more heads around the table - the better. Once we're satisfied we've
got as many bases covered as possible, we evaluate these ideas back against your original
brief and develop the potential solutions further.

Studio Time
Our team then get to work on developing these ideas and themes, bringing the project forward.
We collate our recommendations and prepare our ideas for presentation.

Feedback
We present our ideas (ideally in a meeting with you) alongside an explanation of our thought
processes, and await your feedback. We then amend the designs according to your comments
and suggestions and repeat the approval process to make sure you are completely happy with
everything.

Creation & Building
Following approval of the initial design, the next step is for us to push the design out across all
agreed media. Our design process involves many mock-ups, test prints and deploys to ensure
the greatest harmony between the design and literature of the final project is achieved. The
work is then given to you to have a thorough look through, making sure you are comfortable
with everything that has been produced for you.

Sign Off
Once you're 100% happy with the final output(s), we prepare for launch! We agree the
timescales needed to get the project off the ground, and start co-ordinating file transfers and,
if needed, other agencies that may be a part of the process.

Launch
Whether it is you or us that are responsible for the launch the project, we’re hands on. We
make sure that communications are kept frequent and everyone i kept in the loop in order to get
the project released perfectly.
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